Abstract-Emerging sequences (ESs) represent some strong distinguishing knowledge and are very useful for building powerful classifiers. The shared emerging sequences (SESs) are some emerging sequences shared by two or more datasets, which show great values in dataset similarity measure. As for the application of SESs, in this paper, an aggregated SESs based similarity measure strategy is introduced to calculate the similarity of two datasets. Experiments are conducted to analyze the similarity evaluation ability of aggregated SESs, and to verify its effectiveness by auxiliary classification. Experimental results show that our proposed method is of good performance.
INTRODUCTION
Emerging Sequences (ESs) represent some strong distinguishing knowledge and are very useful for constructing powerful classifiers [1] . However, present researches on ESs are usually focused on single dataset [2] . Considering the following situation, when ESs are needed to be mined from a new little known field, and only sufficient training samples of another familiar field are owned. As labeling data in new areas is usually very expensive, therefore, it is very difficult to obtain sufficient labeled training data in a new field. On the other hand, completely discarding these known data of familiar fields is also a serious waste of resources. Therefore, focusing on the situation above, two main problems deserve our deep study: (1) whether these labeled data from familiar fields can be used to transfer knowledge [3] to new fields; (2) and how to transfer.
As thereexist some relationships of the transfer effectiveness and dataset similarity [4] , when the known data of a new field are too less to train, we need to seek similar datasets of familiar fieldsfor transferring knowledge. Shared knowledge structures from various types of data can show similarities of datasets [5, 6] , which include shared decision tree [7] , shared Bayesian model, shared clustering, shared emerging patterns [6] , and shared emerging sequences [8] .So as for sequence dataset similarity measure, we can use shared emerging sequences to measure the similarity of two datasets.
In this paper, the authors described anew application of SESs, which is the aggregated SESs based similarity measure strategy. After figuring out similarities of datasets, the authors choose proper similar datasets to help to auxiliary classify for new little known datasets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the basic definitions. In Section III, the similarity measure strategy by aggregate SESs isdescribed. Experimental results and analysis are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V includes the conclusion.
II. TERMINOLOGY
In this section basic definitions which are used throughout this paper will be presented. 
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III. AGGREGATED SES BASED SIMILARITY MEASURE STRATEGY
A new strategy by aggregated SESs to measure similarity of two datasets is proposed in this part.
A. Deriving aggregated scores
SESs are the same or similar ESs from two datasets, and one of the applications of SESs is to measure the similarity of two dataset.Here, we useaggregated scores to represent the contribution of SESs that mined from two datasets. The obtained SESs' quality and quantity are two key factorsof the aggregated scores.
First, we consider the quality. The affecting factors of SESs' quality include SESs' similarity, the support and growth rate of ESs which are containedin SESs, and the length coefficientof a SES.
(1) similarity (sim): SES has a higher similarity thatmakes it more contributive forthe dataset similarity.
(2) support (sup):high support means the two ESs in SESs cover more sequences in the dataset.To get sup, we average sup(S 1 ) and sup(S 2 ).
(3) growth rate (grow): high growth rate guaranteesthe strong discriminative powerof two ESs in SESs. The same as sup, we average grow(S 1 ) and grow(S 2 ).
(4) lengthcoefficient(L): as long sequences often have low supports, we introduce the length coefficient which is inversely proportional to the lengthof two ESs. And we take
. So, the quality of a SES (SES_Q) can be expressed as below:
Aggregating the quality of each SES, and thenaveraging it.The average quality(AQ) of SESs is:
Here, registers the total number of SESs. Next we take the quantity of the SESs into account. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Experiments were conducted from two aspects: using similarity measure strategy, and verifyingthis measure's effectiveness by auxiliary classification. All experiments were run on a 2.7GHz Intel Pentium (R) CPU, with 2GB of main memory, running Windows 7.
A. Data sets
Experiments were conducted on twodataset groups, protein family pairs, and UNIX user command pairs.
As shown in Table I , Some proteins involved in cobalamin biosynthesis are collected from Pfam [10] .For each dataset (P1-P5), two proteins are chosen, one as C 1 and the other asC 2 .Then, any two datasets can be selected to compose D 1 and D 2 that mentioned in the definition of SESs. For example, the combination P1 + P2 means that D 1 and D 2 are P1 and P2 respectively.
The UNIX user commands datasets are presented in Table II , which are from the UCI database [11] . The same as protein datasets, two user commands are selected to form a dataset. The final results of similarities of datasets (SD) are shown in Table V . We observe that for protein families, the similarity of P1 and P2 is the highest than others, which means P1 and P2 have many shared knowledge and they are very similar to each other. The same as UNIX user command datasets, the similarity of U1 and U2 is the highest.
Our originalgoalis when a dataset in a newfield should be labeled, but only insufficient information are obtained, thus we should find a similar dataset from familiar field to help build classifier. Because SESs are shared patterns that from two datasets, it is a carrier of information, so we utilize SESs to measure the similarity of two dataset. So, from results of Table V , we consider that choosing P2 (U2) to aid the classification of P1 (U1) will gain better performance than other datasets. The main idea is: Taking P1 and U1 as source dataset whose known data are less, then using their similar datasets as auxiliary datasets to help to classify P1 and U1, and we denoted them as P1+Pi (*%) and U1+Ui (*%) , here, "*%" in brackets means the similarity of two datasets which is calculated in experiment 1. A well-developed classification package LIBSVM [12] is selected as our prediction model. Classification accuracies under different auxiliary datasets are obtained. In order to make our results self-contained, we conduct experiments on different percentages of known data of P1 and U1.
Experimental results are shown in Fig. 1 . As increasing the known data percentage of resource dataset (P1 or U1), the classification accuracy is gradually improved, which is in line with the reality. Drawing from Fig. 1 , we found that classification accuracy that using auxiliary datasets which are similar to source dataset is much better than that of using auxiliary datasets which are less similar, which demonstrates our similarity measure strategy is valid. Therefore, we can use aggregated SESs to measure similarities, and select appropriate auxiliary datasets according to the results obtained by this measure strategy. At the same time, we notice that when known data is not insufficient (eg. 9%, 11%), P1 or U1 has already had a high classification accuracy by itself. In this case, even using similar auxiliary dataset for classification, the classification accuracy is hard to be improved and it may decline sometimes (P1+P5, U1+U3). Thus, the strategy of selecting similar dataset for auxiliary classification is usually just applicable to the circumstances that less information of source dataset are known. Finally, if a dissimilar dataset is chosen as auxiliary dataset, the negative transfer will happen (P1+P4, U1+U4).
V. CONCLUSION
An application of SESs is described in this paper, and a novel strategy with aggregated SESs to measure similarity of two datasets is introduced. By using the SESs based similarity measure strategy, we can choose proper datasets to help to auxiliary classification. Last, to evaluate the effectiveness of this strategy, auxiliary classifications are conducted. Final results show that the aggregated SESs can measure similarities of datasets, and when target dataset is new with little known class label, by selecting similar dataset, the prediction accuracy of classification can be improved. 
